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Traditionally, efficient inter-domain data delivery may be implemented either as a network
or as an application layer multicast service. However, while the former has seen little
uptake due to prohibitive deployment costs the latter is widely used today, but often with-
out a minimum guaranteed performance. In this paper we present Lcast, a network-layer
single-source multicast framework designed to merge the robustness and efficiency of IP
multicast with the configurability and low deployment cost of application-layer overlays.
The architecture involves no end-host changes and only requires the upgrading of a small
set of routers to support the Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP), an incrementally
deployable enhancement to the current global routing infrastructure. Content distribution
over the Internet’s core is done by means of a router overlay while within domains, end-
hosts interface with Lcast using conventional multicast protocols. The overlay’s scalability
and topological configurability is sustained by logically centralizing group management.
We illustrate the versatility of our solution by designing and assessing the scalability
and performance of three management strategies for low latency content distribution.
Our analysis is based on large scale simulations supported by realistic user behavior and
Internet-like network topologies. The results show Lcast’s low management overhead
and ability to optimize delivery to meet various operational constraints. Notably, we find
that it can deliver traffic with latencies close to unicast ones, independent of overlay size.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Internet is gradually becoming the preferred infra-
structure for delivering live content such as sports events
or news to large user sets. According to recent reports, vi-
deo streaming is among the largest and the fastest growing
bandwidth consumers [1] and IPTV driven revenues are to
rise from less than USD 9.7B in 2011 to USD 21.3B in 2017
[2].

For such scenarios, where one-to-many content delivery
to large number of receivers is required, IP multicast [3,4] is
perhaps the most efficient solution in terms of bandwidth
consumption. However, although often supported within
the confinements of campus, enterprise or service provider
networks, IP multicast deployments have been generally
done disregarding inter-domain connectivity, thereby
resulting in disconnected multicast islands [5–7]. One fun-
damental cause for the slowly advancing deployment is
the requirement that all routers be upgraded to support
the protocol. But other, frequently cited, reasons regard
management complexity and the lack of a clear commercial
service [8]. While the former incurs high operational
expenditure the latter leads to situations when multicast
implementation over links with unicast economical agree-
ments result in loss of revenue.

The low uptake of IP multicast has led over the last
decade to the development of many application-layer
multicast (ALM) solutions that build end-host overlays to
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ensure Internet wide content dissemination. They are de-
signed to be very flexible in accommodating globally
spread users and adaptable to changing network condi-
tions. However, the incongruence they introduce between
overlay and underlying network topology diminishes their
delivery efficiency with respect to that of IP multicast. Fur-
thermore, performance analysis has uncovered significant
limitations of these architectures in scaling user quality
of experience with the increase of client population [9].
Reasons often reported are unavailability of inter-peer
bandwidth, churn or, in some cases, insufficient upload
capacity. Since they are related to either end-host behavior
or upload abilities, these limitations are intrinsic to the
overlay’s design and, therefore, not avoidable through opti-
mized overlay management.

In this paper, we propose a network-layer single-source
multicast framework designed to merge the benefits of IP
multicast and ALM while avoiding their respective deploy-
ment and scaling issues. Our goal is to enable large scale
single-source streaming by interconnecting existing multi-
cast capable domains devoid of end-host software up-
grades and transparently for the greater part of existing
multicast routers. This approach is complementary to
existing ALM solutions as it aims to offer overlay manage-
ment control to network operators in exchange for im-
proved reliability and more efficient network resource
use but at the cost of minimal infrastructure support. To
achieve our goal, we exploit a unique window of opportu-
nity offered by the development and deployment of the
Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) [10], a protocol
meant to improve the current routing infrastructure,
which we use as support for our proposal. In light of the
intrinsic dependency on LISP, we refer to our solution as
LISP-casting or shortly, Lcast.

Lcast creates and optimizes a LISP router overlay and
transparently interfaces with end-hosts and legacy multi-
cast routers by means of existing IP multicast protocols
[3,4,11]. Group management functions are logically central-
ized and performed by an overlay coordinator whereby
members require no prior configuration nor need to be
manually managed. We stress this as a crucial property
since it circumvents the management complexity issue
that plagues traditional IP multicast deployment and fur-
ther opens the possibility to dynamically optimize delivery
with respect to overlay topology maps. This ability could
be exploited by content providers to define their own over-
lay coordinating algorithms or perform on-line switching
between multiple ones, according to specific operational
requirements or economical agreements. In this sense,
Lcast is akin to Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [12]
and, in fact, the two share many of the properties that de-
rive from the implementation of a programmable control
plane.

From an architectural standpoint, Lcast’s ability to
accommodate large number of clients is ensured through
design, by decoupling the control and forwarding functions
within the overlay. As a result, each can evolve, be opti-
mized and scale according to specific needs. In particular,
data plane scalability can be achieved by constraining
router replication factors, to avoid performance penalties
due to unicast replication inefficiency, while control plane
scalability may be ensured by limiting communication
overhead. In both cases the tradeoff is overlay efficiency.
To assess control plane scalability, the impact of replica-
tion factors on efficiency and overlay configurability, we
evaluate Lcast’s ability to deliver low latency content in
three distinct operational setups. Our simulations make
use of ðiÞ an Internet-like autonomous system (AS) level
topology and ðiiÞ large client traces that emulate realistic
client behavior, consisting of 3 k ASes and approximately
140 k unique IPs obtained through a globally distributed
capture of SopCast [13] overlays.

First of all, the results show the control plane’s ability to
scale. Even when active topology discovery mechanisms
are used and client churn is high, the load is manageable
by a single server acting as overlay coordinator. Second,
replication factors need not be large for efficient content
delivery. Finally, the overlay can be easily optimized
considering various operational constraints. Notably, if in-
ter-member latency can be estimated, Lcast can deliver
content at close to unicast latencies, independent of the
overlay’s size.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We
discuss the related work in Section 2 and provide a short
overview of LISP in Section 3. Section 4 describes the Lcast
framework and Section 5 introduces an optimization
algorithm and two ways to obtain topology maps that
may be used to optimize the overlay. Section 6 presents
our evaluation methodology and in Section 7 we discuss
the results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.
2. Related work

As a long standing academic and commercial research
challenge, single-source live media streaming benefits
from copious amounts of related literature. Consequently,
we restrict the discussion to a limited set of solutions
and mainly focus on those that bear similarities to Lcast.

Multicast functionality that enables live media stream-
ing was originally offered as a network-layer service. But in
light of IP multicast’s lack of inter-domain deployment,
network layer solutions have turned into architectures that
leverage isolated multicast deployments. One notable
example is MBone [14], a virtual network designed to con-
nect multicast islands by means of static unicast tunnels.
Although it was first to support distribution of content to
users spread in multiple domains, it proved hard to extend
since setting up tunnels involved manual configuration.
AMT [15] circumvents this limitation by providing mecha-
nisms for automatizing the tunnel setup process with the
help of dedicated servers (relays and gateways) placed in
source and destination domains. However, AMT does not
support dynamic reconfiguration of the tunnels, i.e., of
the inter-domain distribution topology. Therefore, unlike
Lcast, it is not able to adapt to changing network condi-
tions, client churn or to limit replication overhead.

A large set of application layer solutions, including NICE
[16], Narada [17], OMNI [18], ZIGZAG [19] and Scribe [20],
have been proposed by academia in the last decade. Out of
them, OMNI [18] is the closest in spirit to our proposal. It
requires service providers to deploy a set of proxying



Fig. 1. Example packet exchange between EIDSRC and EIDDST with LISP.
Packets travel from EIDSRC to xTRA according to intra-domain routing. xTRA

obtains a mapping binding EIDDST to RLOCB1 and RLOCB2 from xTRC

through the mapping-system (steps 1–3). Then, xTRA chooses RLOCB1 as
tunnel destination, encapsulates the packets and forwards them over the
Internet’s core to xTRB (step 4). Finally, xTRB decapsulates and forwards
the packets to EIDDST .
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nodes that self organize in an overlay and forward traffic to
subscribed clients. The optimizing algorithm employed is a
distributed instance of the one we use and the metric con-
sidered is latency. In contrast, Lcast works at network-
layer and is supposed to be deployed, at no additional cost,
together with LISP. Moreover, Lcast’s logically centralized
control plane allows easy deployment of new optimization
algorithms without requiring router changes.

Apart from the academic solutions, a large array of com-
mercial ALM architectures like SopCast [13], PPLive [21],
CoolStreaming [22] or UUSee [23] are widely used for
Internet content streaming. Being closed source their
architectures are not completely understood, nevertheless
their performance has often been the subject [24–27] of
academic scrutiny. The results have shown significant lim-
itations of these architectures in scaling user quality of
experience with the increase of client population. Lcast,
being an extension of LISP, operates on domain border rou-
ters and thus builds an overlay topology that is not directly
exposed to client churn. Furthermore, through design it
avoids imposing bandwidth strain on overlay members
and could assure certain performance bounds.

Another approach to delivering inter-domain multicast
is to connect islands of multicast enabled end-hosts by
means of application layer overlays. Two of the solutions
to follow this design guideline are Universal Multicast [6]
and Island Multicast [7]. They are similar to Lcast in their
use of existing multicast deployments for intra-island con-
tent delivery and of tunnels to connect multicast islands.
However, they ensure inter-island multicast delivery by
building and optimizing overlays consisting of end-hosts.
This gives rise to three fundamental differences. First, Lcast
does not require changes to end-hosts as the inter-domain
router overlay seamlessly interfaces with local multicast.
Second, Lcast should use more efficiently the underlying
intra-domain network since packet replication is always
performed in domain border routers and therefore packets
avoid traveling intra-domain prior to being replicated and
forwarded to hosts in foreign domains. As a downside to
this, when fan-out values are large, the routers have a
higher processing overhead however, as shown by our
experiments, they need not be large for good performance.
Finally, all solutions offer the option to constrain fan-out
values but Lcast offers control to operators who have a
vested interest in the efficiency of the overlay. That is, rou-
ter out degrees should be generally limited to protect rou-
ters from saturating their interfaces and to ensure fairness
in distributing the replication responsibilities. We then be-
lieve that providing the ability to configure fan-out actu-
ally makes Lcast better suited for operational
deployments than its P2P counterparts.

We previously proposed CoreCast [28], a LISP inspired
inter-domain streaming architecture where source and cli-
ent routers operate according to a client–server model.
Both CoreCast and Lcast are based on LISP protocol mech-
anisms but they have quite different approaches to deliver-
ing inter-domain traffic. In this sense, CoreCast aims to
diminish inter-domain bandwidth use when compared to
P2P live streaming systems while Lcast aims to provide a
scalable and easily reconfigurable offloading mechanism
for the source LISP router. Finally, it is worth mentioning
that LISP-Multicast [29] integrates IP multicast functional-
ity into LISP. Naturally, it inherits all the properties of tra-
ditional network layer multicast however it also requires
core router support for inter-domain use, thus making it
unfeasible for a wide-scale deployment.
3. LISP background

LISP [10] is an architectural solution to the Internet’s
scalability problem, recently generated by the alarming
growth of inter-domain routing tables [30]. To this end,
LISP’s main goal is to split the semantics of IP addresses
with the aim of forming two namespaces that unambigu-
ously identify core (locators) and edge (identifiers) net-
work objects. Its development is aided by a pilot-network
[31] and a considerable community spanning over 32
countries, with members pertaining to both academia
and industry. Notably, the protocol that has recently
undergone IETF standardization [32].

One of LISP’s defining features, that also distinguishes it
from many of its competitors, is its support for an incre-
mental deployment. It is transparent to end-hosts and re-
quires the upgrading of only stub domain border routers.
Moreover, to facilitate transition from the current Internet
infrastructure, both locator and identifier namespaces use
the existing IP addressing scheme. Therefore, the split does
not affect routing within existing stub or transit networks.
Nevertheless, as identifiers and locators bear relevance
only within their respective namespaces, a form of conver-
sion, from one to the other, has to be performed at border
points between core and edge networks. LISP enabled bor-
der routers make use of a technique called map-and-encap
[33] for the translation.

Apart from the need for data plane modifications, map-
and-encap also requires the introduction of a new control
plane mapping function able to provide bindings that link
identifiers to locators. Therefore, prior to forwarding a host
generated packet (see Fig. 1), a LISP router maps the desti-
nation address, or what LISP calls an endpoint identifier
(EID), to one or more corresponding destination routing
locators(s) (RLOC) by means of a mapping obtained from a
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LISP specific directory service, called the mapping database
system [34,35]. A priority is associated to an RLOC to indi-
cate the preference of it being used, and a weight indicates
how traffic is to be load balanced between RLOCs with the
same priority. Mappings are requested on-demand, as op-
posed to being proactively obtained, and stored in a local
map-cache such that they may be reused. To retrieve a
mapping, a LISP router directs a Map-Request message
carrying the destination EID to a Map-Resolver (MR) part
of the mapping system and in return receives as answer
a Map-Reply. Once the mapping is obtained, the border
router selects one of the EID’s RLOCs as tunnel destination,
encapsulates the packet with a LISP-UDP-IP header and
forwards it to corresponding edge network. At the receiv-
ing router, the packet is decapsulated and forwarded to
its intended destination. For a detailed example see Fig. 1.

In LISP parlance, the source router, that performs the
encapsulation, is called an Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR)
whereas the one performing the decapsulation is named
the Egress Tunnel Router (ETR). One that performs both
functions is referred to as an xTR. Additionally, LISP makes
use of Re-encapsulating Tunnel Routers (RTRs), that per-
form re-encapsulation, i.e., decapsulation followed by
encapsulation, to enable packet re-routing based on EID.

It is also in the ETR’s duty to register the EID address
space it is responsible for, one or multiple EID prefixes,
with its associated Map-Server (MS) by means of
Map-Register messages. At their turn, Map-Servers
aggregate and advertise the EID-prefixes in the mapping
system to enable EID routing. Then, having this informa-
tion, the mapping system can ensure the delivery of a
Map-Request to the MS that originates the EID-prefix
covering the request’s destination address. Depending on
configuration, the MS can either answer or forward to an
ETR the Map-Requests it receives.
4. Lcast architecture

This section presents our proposal for supporting inter-
domain multicast streaming. We start by providing an
overview of the architecture and then describe in greater
detail group management procedures and signaling.
Fig. 2. Example Lcast data-plane architecture. The ITR is the first to
replicate the content and all downstream ETRs may replicate up to a fixed
fan-out value. In the example, fan-out is constrained to 2.
4.1. Architecture overview

Lcast is a LISP extension that provides a single-source
multicast service to clients in disjoint multicast islands
by means of a router overlay. It compensates for the lack
of an inter-domain multicast infrastructure by performing
unicast encapsulated, and if possible also multicast encap-
sulated, replication of multicast traffic across the Internet’s
core. The resulting overlay interfaces with existing intra-
domain IP multicast protocols so it does not require any
end-host software upgrades. All member domains must
be LISP enabled and may participate in the overlay with
at least one of their border routers (ETRs). On the data path,
the source domain’s border router, an ITR, heads the distri-
bution tree and is the first to perform encapsulated replica-
tion. Subsequently, all downstream overlay members, save
for the leaves, replicate the received packets up to a certain
fan-out. Note that since traffic is unidirectional, from mul-
ticast source to clients, all routers but the source ITR per-
form either only decapsulation or decapsulation and re-
encapsulation. For brevity we refer to all of them as ETRs,
although those that perform both functions also imple-
ment RTR functionality. See Fig. 2 for a depiction of an
example Lcast data plane.

An important drawback to unicast encapsulated repli-
cation is that it reduces throughput proportionally to the
replication factor, if performed multiple times out the
same interface. As a result, increasing fan-out can quickly
saturate router interfaces and therefore not only deterio-
rate overlay performance but also congest other flows
sharing the same links. Additionally, since packet replica-
tion is performed sequentially, the time difference be-
tween the instance the first and last replicas are
forwarded may be considerable. So, besides increasing
the delay to obtaining the multicast packets for directly
connected downstream members, the resulting latency
may accumulate and distribute unevenly across the hierar-
chy, randomly leading to branches with low performance.
Finally, apart from the limitations concerning performance,
unbounded fan-out can also lead to unfair and/or econom-
ically unfeasible situations. Generally, Lcast and other is-
land multicast solutions substantially reduce inter-
domain traffic exchange, if compared to simple unicast
delivery or unoptimized P2P overlays (see Section 7). How-
ever, if the distribution tree is not carefully constructed,
member routers serving few clients might be requested
to replicate a disproportionate number of times, against
their interest and to the advantage of other economically
benefited peers. To avoid these inefficiencies and in the
interest of fairness, we request that Lcast members have
a constrained fan-out whereby the overlay must be orga-
nized as a degree-constrained tree, despite the potential
to reduce distribution efficiency. Fan-out values could be
fixed for the whole overlay or reported at subscription by
each member.

It should be noted that, similarly to end-host overlays,
purely replicating routers, RTRs, could be provisioned in
transit domains to ensure improved overlay stability, per-
formance and also considerably reduce or remove alto-
gether the replication overhead of ETRs. However, such a
solution also implies a business model, different to the
one discussed here, where third party entities manage
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the RTRs and engage in economical agreements with the
source and client edge-domains. Since we are not ready
to model business relationships, or speculate how such
RTRs could be deployed, in this paper we limit the analysis
to overlays where replication is performed exclusively by
ETRs. For a technical discussion on how RTRs could be con-
figured to participate in the overlay, we refer the interested
reader to an Internet-Draft [36] we published on the
subject.

Another limitation to having routers participate in an
overlay, is that they are generally inefficient at handling
complex computation tasks since they are designed to per-
form fast forwarding of packets as opposed to general pur-
pose computing. To circumvent this drawback, Lcast
leverages LISP’s native separation between data and con-
trol plane to ensure the logical centralization of group
management functions in an overlay coordinator. Thereby,
at data plane level routers only perform encapsulated rep-
lication while at control plane level, the coordinator must
compute a distribution tree and ensure members are orga-
nized according to it. Besides supporting our original goal
of having no management costs for routers, this design also
opens the possibility for enhanced overlay configurability.
In this sense, if the coordinator obtains or is configured
with a map of the locator underlay, it may proceed to opti-
mize the distribution tree with respect to a given metric.
Moreover, the architecture allows the switching between
multiple optimization functions or metrics, even on-line,
to meet changing operational requirements. Note that we
are not the first to propose such split. This idea has been
previously recommended to aid routing scalability [37]
and is nowadays central to current SDN research [38].

Possible implementers of the overlay coordinator may
be the source ITR or the MS. Reusing the previous argu-
ment, since the ITR is a router, we consider the MS better
fit for the function. In fact, due to its position in the LISP
control plane, the MS is required to process and provide
answers to all Map-Requests originated by routers will-
ing to initiate communication with the multicast source.
Then, as it can recognize and keep track of all overlay
members, the MS should also be the one to decide the
attachment point for a joining member or the one to opti-
mize the overlay. Although the design allows for the over-
lay state and/or management functions to be distributed,
in this article we are interested in evaluating if the control
plane overhead is sustainable by one, off-the-shelf, server
acting as MS.

Lcast is compatible with the current LISP specification,
but apart from the canonical LISP messages we introduced
in Section 3, it additionally requires the signaling messages
defined in [39] for conveying joining (Join-Request mes-
sage) and leaving (Leave-Request message) multicast
information. They are not Lcast specific and have been de-
signed to simplify the connecting of multicast capable sites
with LISP-Multicast.

4.2. Member subscription

In Lcast enabled domains, end-hosts request single-
sourced multicast content, the way they do with tradi-
tional IP multicast, namely, by subscribing to a multicast
stream using the Internet Group Management Protocol
(IGMP) [40,4]. They learn the channel identifier (S-EID,G),
consisting of the multicast source address S-EID and a mul-
ticast group address G, used to distinguish between the
multiple channels originated by a source, either through
configuration or with the help of application-layer proto-
cols. Except in the particular case when S-EID is part of
the same domain, and therefore the content may be deliv-
ered locally without Lcast, the subscription request propa-
gates intra-domain up to one of the domain’s border
routers, an ETR. If the ETR is already a member of the mul-
ticast channel, it starts replicating the multicast content
towards the requesting end-host and no further action is
taken. If not, the ETR initiates a two step overlay join pro-
cedure whereby it first attaches to the Lcast overlay serv-
ing (S-EID,G) and secondly it advertises its ability to
replicate multicast content.

To complete the first step, the ETR must initially obtain
the locator, of at least one of the already connected routers,
to be used as overlay attachment point. It achieves this by
requesting that the channel identifier be mapped to the
locators of potential overlay parents, in essence, by sending
a Map-Request for (S-EID,G). The request propagates
through the mapping system up to the coordinating MS,
which ensuing the request’s receipt, starts a search for
overlay members with spare capacity. The search may be
done randomly or, if additional topological information ex-
ists, in accordance to a predefined heuristic that could en-
sure that an optimal attachment point is chosen. Once
obtained, the result, consisting of a list of one or multiple
RLOCs pertaining to the overlay members able to accom-
modate new children, is conveyed to the joining ETR in a
Map-Reply. Typically, the MS will offer an ETR the possi-
bility of choosing its upstream either when not optimizing
the overlay or when all the choices have an equal cost in
the distribution tree. Using local policy (e.g., shortest AS
path) and the priority and weight values associated to
the list entries, the ETR choses the best RLOC and sends
it a Join-Request message to request the setting up of
an overlay branch between the two. The parent router ap-
pends the RLOC of the joining ETR to the list towards which
it performs unicast encapsulated replication, therefore
concluding the ETR’s attachment. Alternatively, if the two
routers can be connected by inter-domain multicast, the
joining ETR first performs a protocol dependent multicast
join to the parent in the underlying inter-domain network.
Afterwards, it indicates the multicast channel identifier, to
be used as destination for the multicast encapsulated
packets (as opposed to unicast encapsulated), in the
Join-Request.

A special case arises when an ETR is first to join the
overlay. In this situation, the ETR requests the multicast
content from the ITR, but it may happen that the ITR is
not yet subscribed to (S-EID,G). Therefore, on receipt of
the Join-Request, the ITR must first subscribe to the
multicast source, using IGMP or a PIM Join [41] message,
to obtain the streamed content to be replicated towards
the joining ETR.

The second step in a member’s subscription procedure
is to signal that it can perform replication within the
overlay. To this end, once the ETR is attached, it starts
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registering (S-EID,G) with the MS. The Map-Register

message conveys the ETR’s RLOC, that of the chosen parent
and the number of intra-domain clients it serves at a cer-
tain time instant. To be noted that the estimating of the
membership in a multicast session, although traditionally
a difficult task, can be achieved within a domain using
the explicit tracking capabilities of both IGPM and PIM.
Then, having for a channel identifier the registration mes-
sages of all the overlay members, allows the MS to build an
aggregated (S-EID,G) mapping that provides a complete
view of the overlay’s topology, i.e., of how the members
organize in a distribution tree. This mapping, together with
underlay topological information, if any exists, is used by
the MS to answer Map-Requests of joining ETRs and to
optimize the distribution tree. Two additional benefits of
the procedure, since registrations are refreshed periodi-
cally, are that the MS implicitly detects the failure of an
ETR and also becomes aware of the changes in client pop-
ulation within a domain.

The way the distribution tree is built has two advanta-
ges. First, it ensures that multicast packets in the source
domain do not reach the ITR if no ETR is joined and the
ITR does not participate in a local multicast group. Second,
packets are forwarded from ITR to all ETRs without map-
ping database lookups thus, with minimum overhead.

4.3. Member failure and unsubscription

If a member loses network connectivity, its data path
children will sense the failure either as a lack of multicast
packets or by means of a LISP specific mechanism, called
RLOC-Probing. This procedure, used by xTRs, consists in
the use of Map-Request messages to determine reachabil-
ity of peer xTRs and to estimate round-trip times (RTT).
Once the children detect the failure they look for new over-
lay parents by either sending Join-Requests to other
RLOCs in the mapping associated to (S-EID,G) or, if no other
exists, by redoing the whole subscription procedure. Still,
such circumstances will result in packet loss for all mem-
bers of the subtree headed by the affected router and out
of band mechanisms would be required for remedying
the failure. Such mechanisms are out of the scope of the
current paper. However, sudden loss of network connectiv-
ity for a domain’s border router should be a seldom
occurrence.

An ETR initiates its unsubscription from the Lcast over-
lay when the last of its clients leaves the intra-domain
multicast group. First, if the ETR replicates content to other
overlay members, it increments the priority of the RLOC
registered with the MS to the least preferable value and re-
plies to RLOC-Probing messages indicating that its RLOC is
unreachable. The update forces the MS to avoid assigning
the ETR new children and forces the existing ones to find
new overlay parents. The lookup procedure is identical to
the one followed in the event of a parent failure however,
in this case there are no packet losses. Alternatively, when
the MS senses the departure of an ETR, it could proceed to
optimizing the whole affected subtree to avoid perfor-
mance degradation. As a second step, the ETR sends a
Leave-Request to its overlay parent and stops registering
(S-EID,G) with the MS, concluding the unsubscription.
4.4. Distribution tree (re)configuration

The position of an overlay member on the data-path is
established at subscription time, however the MS could
be configured to further optimize the distribution tree, if
provided with information about the overlay’s topology.
In this case, distribution efficiency is controlled by the
MS through optimal placement of joining ETRs and/or
through periodic or enforced tree reshaping.

When reorganizing the distribution tree, the MS in-
forms members of their new positions through updated
mappings. To avoid packet loss and to assure a seamless
transition, members use a make before break procedure
when switching parents. Hence, prior to sending Leave-

Request to their overlay parents, members first attach
to those indicated in the updated mappings. If any dupli-
cate packets arise, they should be discarded by end-hosts
at application layer.

This type of centralized management enables the easy
customization of the distribution tree as routers are obliv-
ious to optimization algorithm changes. In fact, a key fea-
ture of Lcast, is that an operator in control of the MS can
perform on-line switching between multiple optimization
algorithms or topology discovery protocols, if more are
supported, to better adapt the overlay to operational con-
straints. In the next section, we provide as example a pos-
sible tree optimizing algorithm and ways of obtaining
topological information that could be implemented in
Lcast.
5. Overlay optimization

The configuration of the Lcast overlay controller is
application and operator specific. To illustrate this point,
in this section we consider the classical problem of deliver-
ing latency constrained content (e.g., live streaming of
news and sports events) and show how Lcast could be used
to solve it. We first propose an algorithm to compute the
distribution tree and afterwards point out how ITR-local
BGP routing tables and organized inter-domain latency
measurements could be used to approximate overlay
topology. For brevity, we further refer to the combination
of an optimization algorithm and a topology discovery
mechanism as an optimization strategy.
5.1. Distribution tree optimization algorithm

In what follows, we use the term distance when referring
to a relative length or amplitude of a metric, observed on a
path connecting two points, but when the exact nature of
the metric is of no interest. Considering our goal of deliver-
ing content for delay sensitive applications, the function we
minimize in our experiments is the maximum distance (e.g.
latency or number of AS hops) from a client to the multicast
source. Notice that the reference is the end-host and not the
domain border router (ETR). Thus, what matters in deciding
an ETR’s position in the overlay tree is not solely its distance
to the ITR but also the number of clients it serves. Then, a
router close to the source but serving few clients might find
itself lower in the hierarchy than another with a slightly
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higher distance but with a larger client set. In other words,
the algorithm tries to improve average end-host quality of
experience by optimizing the router overlay considering
two dimensions, inter-router distance and the size of the
client set served by a router. This also ensures the algorithm
is fair to members. Domains with fewer clients are more
likely to become leaves while those with larger user sets,
the ones that benefit most from Lcast, are required to con-
tribute by replicating.

The problem described above, henceforth named mini-
mum average distance, degree-bounded spanning tree (MAD-
DBST), may be formally stated the following way:

Definition 1. Given an undirected complete graph G=(V,E),
a designated vertex r 2 V , a degree bound dðvÞ 6 dmax;8
v 2 V ; dmax 2 N, a vertex weight function cðvÞ 2 N and an
edge weight function wðeÞ 2 Rþ;8 edge e 2 E. Let PT

r;v be
the set of edges e on the path from vertex r to v in the
graph’s spanning tree T. Also, let WT

r;v ¼
P

e2PT
r;v

wðeÞ repre-
sent the cost of the path linking r and v in the spanning
tree T. Find the spanning tree T of G, routed at r, satisfying
dTðvÞ 6 dmax, such that

P
v2V ;v–rcðvÞWT

r;v is minimized.

We note that [42,18] have previously defined and
solved similar optimization problems. Shi et al. [42] also
proved that a particular instance of the problem, where
all vertices have weight 1, is NP-complete for degree con-
straints 2 6 dmax 6 jV j � 1. Similarly to our approach, they
were interested in a centralized solution whereas Banerjee
et al. [18] have successfully managed to distribute the
algorithm.

The heuristic we used to solve the MADDBST problem is
similar to the one used by Banerjee and it is a variant of the
one proposed by Shi. In short, the algorithm works by
incrementally growing a tree started at the root node r un-
til it becomes a spanning tree. For each node v, not yet a
tree member, it selects a potential parent node u in the tree
T, such that the metric dðvÞ ¼ ðWT

r;u þwðu;vÞÞ=cðvÞ, i.e., the
distance to the source per client, is minimized. At each
step, the node with the smallest metric value is added to
the tree and the parent selection is redone.

5.2. BGP-based topology map

One of the best sources of topological information that
is not or cannot be commonly used by application layer
overlays is the BGP routing table. The BGP information an
AS router holds attempts to present an Internet wide inter-
connection map. But, due to the algorithm’s distributed
nature and its use of policy, both inaccuracies and incom-
plete information may exist.

The ITR has two options for obtaining BGP topological
information. First, it may aggregate partial BGP feeds from
multiple overlay members (global view) or second, it may
itself connect to BGP (local view). The former could ensure
a more detailed description of the topology, and thus
grounds for better decisions, while the latter a more re-
stricted, partial view of the interconnection map and seem-
ingly worse performance. Another aspect to be considered
regarding the global view is that an off-line obtained BGP
map may be rendered inadequate due to churn whereas
one obtained through on-line aggregation of multiple
BGP tables may be a technically challenging task. Even
more so as some domains may be reluctant to provide such
information which they often deem as sensitive. By con-
trast, the local, on-line topology gathering mechanism re-
quires nothing more than BGP feeds from the ITR.
Additionally, there is no need for a communication proto-
col between the MS and the overlay members for the con-
veying of BGP reachability information.

To compare the two alternatives, we take as global
view the Internet-like topology we use in our evaluation
and as local view the routing table of the ITR. More
details on how we obtained the dataset can be found
in Section 6.2. Using these two topologies we computed
the relative AS path length increase of the local view and
the distribution of the path lengths for both. Results are
depicted in Fig. 3. If we focus on Fig. 3(a), we see that
99% of the local view paths are at most 2 hops longer
than in the global view and about 20% have an identical
length. On average, path length in the local view in-
creases only about 1.1 hops. This is also illustrated in
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Fig. 3(b) where we can also note that, save for the
average 1 hop increase, the distributions of hop lengths
are similar. Given the relatively small difference, we
are lead to conclude that the local view presents a
reasonably accurate description of the topology.

Due to its relatively good accuracy and, more impor-
tantly, due to the implementation simplicity, we opted in
our experiments for the BGP topology discovery mecha-
nism based on local information. The metric it provides, in-
ter AS hops, in combination with the optimization
algorithm results in a degree-constrained shortest AS path
tree optimization strategy. For brevity, we shall refer to it
as bgp. Should there be interest in obtaining a minimum
AS hop cost tree, at the expense of larger number of hops
to the source, a degree-constrained minimum spanning
tree heuristic should be used.

5.3. Latency-based topology map

Inter-member latency is a metric commonly employed
by application layer overlays in topology optimizations.
Yet, obtaining an inter-member latency map may scale
poorly with the population size and therefore its imple-
mentation may be both expensive and technically chal-
lenging. For instance, in a topology consisting of N
members, a naive approach, whereby each member mea-
sures all possible peers, would require N � 1 measure-
ments per member. To prevent scaling the number of
measurements with the size of potentially large overlays,
a more intelligent approach for the selection of link laten-
cies worth estimating is needed.

We avoid performing a large number of measure-
ments and assure they are carried out in an optimized
order by exploiting a mechanism similar to the one used
by Banerjee et al. for the group management of NICE
[16]. The solution consists in clustering nodes that are
close to one another in terms of latency and limiting
the inter-member measurements to just the pairs finding
themselves in close proximity. The amortized cost analy-
sis shows that the number of control plane peers (i.e.,
the number of peers measured) at an average member
is constant OðkÞ while in the worst case it can reach
Oðk logðNÞÞ. Where, k is a constant limiting the node de-
gree and the size of the cluster and N is the number of
overlay members. Even in the worst case, given that N
may be in the range of thousands to tens of thousands,
this is a considerable decrease from OðNÞ.

Another advantage of the centralized group manage-
ment is that the latency discovery mechanism, when
implemented in Lcast, has a lower per member communi-
cation overhead than in NICE, as members do not partici-
pate in a separate control plane protocol. However, LISP’s
extension to provide for a simple mechanism to convey la-
tency measurements between ETRs and the MS is required.
Since ETRs check the liveness of the locators associated to
cached mappings with RLOC-probing, the extension re-
quires just the implementation of a message, similar to a
Map-Reply for reporting the RTT estimates.

The combination of the latency topology discovery pro-
tocol and the optimization algorithm results in an optimi-
zation strategy we further refer to as lat.
6. Evaluation methodology

To compare the performance of the overlay optimiza-
tion strategies proposed in the previous section, we imple-
mented an event-based simulator. In what follows we
describe the simulator’s components and our evaluation
methodology. We start by describing the datasets and the
procedure followed to build an Internet-like inter-domain
topology. Subsequently, we present the methodology used
to generate traces that emulate realistic client behavior
and explain our simulation setup. We conclude the section
with a brief presentation of the metrics used to evaluate
overlay performance.

6.1. Simulation methodology

Our experimental evaluation simulates a set of 140 k
end-hosts spread in 3 k autonomous systems, watching
a live stream over an Internet-like topology with the
help of Lcast. For this purpose, we developed an event-
base simulator capable of handling large scale Lcast over-
lays and several optimization strategies. This resulted in
the partial implementation of Map-Server and ETR
functionality.

In all the experiments we employ as content source an
arbitrary autonomous system as we observed that the
choice does not influence the results. Client ASes partici-
pate in the overlay with one ETR and their decision to sub-
scribe or unsubscribe is triggered by the activity of intra-
domain users they serve. To simulate various types of user
behavior, the latter is provided as input to the simulator in
the form of trace files that log end-host join and leave
events. ETR subscriptions are not optimized, but done at
the first randomly found free position in the distribution
tree not to bias the effect of the optimization strategies
and are always based on unicast connections. The distribu-
tion tree is optimized by the MS periodically (10 min) or if
more than a third of the members sustain an increase of
the served client set above 10 or drop to 1, join or leave
the overlay. These values were chosen to balance the com-
putation costs and the overlay’s content delivery efficiency.
Additionally, to evaluate the influence of tree optimiza-
tions on communication overhead, we require that all
member departures trigger the optimization of the affected
sub-trees instead of only having the affected children
reperform the subscription procedure. We detail the opti-
mization algorithm, the Internet-like topology and the
three traces that describe user behavior in the next
sections.

The performance of each optimization strategy is evalu-
ated by running simulations with respect to the client trace
and fan-out values, which we vary between 2 and 10 to
understand how replication factors influence performance.
For each such simulation run, we sample and store for
analysis overlay state once per minute and control traffic
overhead once per second.

Finally, to better gauge the performance of bgp and lat,
we also define and evaluate a very simple overlay manage-
ment strategy that does not perform topology discovery or
tree optimizations. In this scenario, we further refer to as
rnd, members join at random positions in the distribution
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tree and member departures always require the affected
children to repeat the subscription procedure.

6.2. Internet inter-domain topology

To obtain a realistic global inter-domain topology we
aggregated datasets that estimate how autonomous sys-
tems interconnect from multiple sources: iPlane [43],
RouteViews [44], CAIDA [45] and RIPE [46]. All the data
used is from April 2011. The dataset lacks link specific
BGP policy information that could transform part of the
AS graph’s edges in arcs (directed links). Most affected by
this assumption are the links between customers and their
upstream providers and peering links between stub ASes.
The first type may not be used by upstream providers for
transiting traffic to destinations other than those found
in their clients’ network. The second type may not be used
to transit traffic to destinations outside a peer’s network.
Since, Lcast only replicates traffic between stub domain
border routers, the two types of links may be misused only
when a non-member stub domain transits traffic to or
from an Lcast member. However, stub domains generally
have a much less diverse connectivity than transit domains
thereby, such situations should be a seldom occurrence.

For the resulting inter-AS topology, we observed that
the log–log plot for the complementary cumulative distri-
bution function (CCDF) of the AS-node degree follows a
straight line, a property found in power law distributions.
Accordingly, as previously shown in [47,48], the Internet
AS topology is a scale-free network with power law node
degree distribution. Further, the average path length in
our topology is 3.5 hops, that is, 5.4% lower than the 3.7
hops observed in the Internet [49]. These two results cor-
roborate our claim that the aggregate topology has proper-
ties similar to those of Internet’s AS graph.

For estimating inter-AS latency, we made use of iPlane’s
[43] proven latency prediction abilities for IP pairs [50]. Be-
cause we needed to estimate the latency between domain
border routers we had to elect for all participating ASes a
representant. We did so by using iPlane’s estimations that
associate points of presence (PoP) to ASes and their inter-
connection map. For any domain, the PoP with the largest
degree was elected as the representant. In about 30% of the
cases, when iPlane failed to provide an answer, we used a
latency estimator based on geographical distance de-
scribed in [51].

6.3. The client traces

To ensure a thorough evaluation of the optimization
strategies, we make use of client traces that emulate com-
plementary types of user behavior. The domains that par-
ticipate in the overlay and their respective number of
clients were obtained from a passive distributed capture
of several P2P TV channels whereas the client churn was
modeled in accordance to recent results in the field. We
detail both efforts in what follows.

SopCast [13] is one of the P2P TV applications fre-
quently used for streaming of live sports events. Wanting
to model client distribution for large events of global, or
at least wide-spread interest, we captured the traffic
pertaining to several SopCast overlays during an 2011
UEFA Champions League semifinal. To this end, we used
2 vantage points in USA, 5 in Europe and 2 in Asia, span-
ning a total of 6 countries. We were interested in under-
standing how clients cluster in autonomous systems, not
in the specific performance of a channel’s overlay. Thus,
depending on the upload capabilities of each vantage
point, we joined a number of P2P channels, streaming
the same event, at each node. As a result, the traces finally
contained more than 145 k unique IPs spread in over 3.8 k
ASes. Out of them, in our simulations we used 3 k ASes for
which we could compute pairwise latency estimates. More
information about the traces we captured and their prop-
erties can be found in [52].

In spite of the large size of our captured dataset, lack of
logs from the overlay’s bootstrapping server made it
impossible to approximate client lifetime in the overlay.
We thus resorted to synthetic modeling of client churn.
As shown by several studies [53,25,24,27,26], it is gener-
ally accepted that client arrival process, at least for periods
spanning dozens of minutes, can be modeled by a Poisson
process. Furthermore, Sripanidkulchai et al. observed in
[53], after analyzing 3 months worth of Akamai logs, that
short duration events, which last a couple of hours, present
flash crowds whereas non-stop streams have a time of day
behavior. These findings were confirmed by Veloso in [27]
who also noted that for long streams client inter-arrivals
can be modeled through a Pareto or a piecewise stationary
Poisson process.

For client session lengths however, consensus could not
be found. Namely, the observed time span of client ses-
sions followed different distributions, subject to stream
length and the type of system being analyzed by either pa-
per. Still, with the exception of [25], there seems to be an
agreement that sessions should have lengths distributed
according to a power law but opinions diverge when
assessing the weight of the tail.

Considering the works discussed above, in order to per-
form an evaluation of our proposed architecture that
acknowledges the wide range of client behavior, we gener-
ated 3 traces with complementary properties. The goal
was to model a short event, spanning 2 h 30 min, with a
piece-wise Poisson arrival process but with different shapes
for the session length distributions. In order to capture the
flash crowd effect we required that 80% of the clients join
during the first 30 min, and the rest spread over the time left.
For the session lengths we used a Pareto distribution with a
shape parameter of 1.5 and a scale parameter, denoted a,
that took the values 1 min, 15 min and 1 h in order to emu-
late low, average and respectively high client interest in the
streamed content. Fig. 4 depicts the evolution of the number
of active clients and ASes with time for the tree traces. For
brevity, we shall refer to them as tli; tai and thi, respectively,
as a shorthand of the client interest modeled in each case.

The first trace represents the worst case scenario from
overlay stability perspective, the reason being that clients
leave the stream soon after joining, that is, they perform
what is known as channel surfing. As the total number of
active clients both in the overlay and within each AS is
the lowest, the trace is also good for evaluating the low
bound of the overlay’s efficiency. Conversely, with thi we
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can assess Lcast’s efficiency and ability to optimize over-
lays with large number of clients in low churn conditions.
In light of the generation procedure, each of the three
traces should be a good approximation of specific but real-
istic client behavior when part of a multicast group. How-
ever, if considered together, they should provide a good
coverage of all practically encountered behavior. The client
traces along with the SopCast ones can be found at http://
www.cba.upc.edu/lcast.

6.4. Metrics

We evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes
along the following dimensions:

� latency stretch: this metric measures a client’s relative
gain in latency to the stream’s source when compared
to the unicast one way delay between the source and
the client. While a value lower than 1 indicates that
Lcast delivers packets faster than unicast, a value larger
than 1 does not necessarily imply a large absolute delay.
� hop stretch: it measures a client’s relative gain in num-

ber of AS hops to the stream’s source when compared to
the number of hops on the unicast path linking the two.
� tree cost: is a metric we define to quantify Lcast’s effi-

ciency in using underlying network resources. It is com-
puted as the ratio of the number of AS hops crossed for
the delivery of one packet to all end-host clients to the
number of AS hops crossed when using unicast for the
same purpose:
P
v2V hopðv ;pvÞP

v2V cðvÞhopðv ; rootÞ ð1Þ
where V is the set of all member routers, hopð�Þ is a
function that returns the number of AS hops between
two routers, pv is the overlay parent for v and cð�Þ is a func-
tion that returns the number of end-hosts served by a
member router. Tree cost is lower than 1 if the overlay is
more efficient than unicast delivery.
� control traffic overhead: to evaluate the scalability of

Lcast’s control plane we use a set of metrics that mea-
sure the number of messages exchanged by the MS with
the tree members for the purpose of creating a tree,
maintaining tree integrity, tree optimizations and
topology discovery.

7. Results and discussion

In this section we discuss the experimental evaluation
results of the tree optimization strategies previously pre-
sented and afterwards look at how Lcast compares to Is-
land Multicast, a P2P architecture that also exploits intra-
domain multicast deployments.

7.1. Latency and hop stretch

Fig. 5(a) presents the average latency stretch for the
three optimization strategies versus member fan-out.
One of the first things to be noticed is the clustering of
the results based on optimization strategy. On the one
hand, this suggests their independence from client churn
and thereby also from the size of the overlay. On the other,
it indicates that the choice of the topological information
to be used greatly influences latency stretch. In fact, if we
split results with respect to optimization strategies, we
see that lat outperforms bgp and rnd by a significant mar-
gin and it is generally able to ensures an average latency
stretch lower than 2. Moreover, Fig. 5(c) shows that not
only the average is small but also the bounds are tight.
That is, the 95th percentile of the latency stretch is smaller
than 5 and if we focus on high fan-outs, 95% of the overlay
members receive multicast content with a delay only 2
times larger than that of unicast. Since for traces like thi
the overlay can reach up to 3000 active members, these re-
sults confirm the efficiency of the optimization algorithm
and therefore Lcast’s ability to deliver latency constrained
multicast content. Additionally, due to the independence
from churn, noticeable at least for lat and rnd, the results
also indicate Lcast’s adaptability to dynamic overlay condi-
tions. This point is further supported by the observation
that latency stretch is rather stable with time, even when
client interest is low, as depicted in Fig. 5(d).

As a general trend, the latency stretch values decrease
with fan-out, but more importantly, increasing fan-out
above 6 yields little benefit. Then, even if left uncon-
strained, fan-out should only seldom exceed 10 for a sub-
set of the members. Nevertheless, such a high value
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might prove unacceptable in practice, therefore our deci-
sion to constrain fan-out is warranted.

A rather surprising result is the effectiveness of rnd rel-
ative to bgp. Not only are AS hops a bad estimate for la-
tency, but using them when optimizing a distribution
tree with high member fan-out yields only marginally bet-
ter results than building a random tree. This, of course,
questions the practicality of bgp. But, despite not being
appropriate for minimizing latency, it will be seen later
that bgp should be used when the aim is to minimize
underlay network resource use. On the contrary, given its
reasonable performance, rnd could be used as a backup,
no overhead optimization strategy for lat.

Average hop stretch results are shown in Fig. 5(b). The
clustering with respect to optimization strategy is still
noticeable however, in this case we see a clearer influence
of overlay size. All results improve again with fan-out, but
given the dependency of hop stretch on tree depth, fan-out
here has a more important contribution. Both observations
can be explained by Lcast’s inability to use for replication
the much better connected routers pertaining to transit
domains, a typical problem for overlays. In addition, the
situation is further worsened in Lcast’s case by low router
out degrees which prevent the optimization algorithm
from taking advantage of the better connected edge
routers.

Nevertheless, we see that bgp manages to keep hop
stretch relatively low, but only once the fan-out exceeds
6. Notably, if replication factors are left unconstrained,
hop stretch can drop under 3, even for large member sets
and despite the imperfect BGP map used. Then, given that
bgp’s results are a lower bound for hop stretch, it follows
that Lcast will inevitably build high hop stretch paths
when large number of members are joined and fan-out is
kept low. The biggest disadvantage to such paths is their
higher chance of being unstable as length increases, even
if the inter-domain links that make them up are generally
more stable than links in edge networks. So, if overlay sta-
bility is a concern, one the one hand, it could be achieved
by relaxing the fan-out constraint for routers high in the
distribution tree (i.e., close to the ITR), as a compensation
for their lower latency stretch. On the other, it could be en-
sured solely through Lcast mechanisms at the cost of high-
er communication overhead.

Like for latency stretch, rnd has hop stretch close to that
of bgp and actually performs better than lat. We explain
the result by the fact that rnd generally tries to build k-
ary complete (i.e. low depth) trees in a topology with a
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low average AS path length. In fact, since there are few in-
ter-AS paths that could penalize overlay efficiency, bgp’s
margins over rnd are not very large. In contrast, lat builds
trees with low latency paths at the cost of higher tree
depth and therefore higher overlay path lengths.

It can be noticed that for high fan-out values the latency
stretch of lat (see Fig. 5(c)) is lower than 1. So, the use of
Lcast with lat as optimization strategy should result in
lower average latency stretch than IP-multicast imple-
mented with existing BGP policies. This is due to BGP’s lim-
ited decision process whereby the best path is usually
computed based only on AS hop distance, independent of
latency. Such artefacts have been termed latency triangle
inequality violations [54,55] and their effect is that a subset
of the BGP selected paths possess higher latency than oth-
ers which, despite looking like detours due to increased
number of hops, have low aggregated latency. As a result,
it may happen that overlays offer at times lower inter-
member latencies than the underlying unicast topology.
Both [54,55] have identified lower latency paths than the
BGP selected ones for more than 20% of the pairs in their
datasets.

7.2. Tree cost

Fig. 6 depicts the results for tree cost. Independent of
churn, rnd and bgp are the worst and respectively the best
performers, although differences are small. This corrobo-
rates our assumption that rnd’s previous results benefit
from the low length AS paths and not from efficient oppor-
tunistic distribution trees. In contrast, we see that lat’s high
hop stretch does not result in a high tree cost. Therefore, it
follows from (1) that the long overlay paths it builds are re-
used by large client sets. So, in unstable network condi-
tions, using BGP information to constrain hop stretch, i.e.,
building a hybrid lat and bgp optimization strategy, may
be advisable. Notice however that this issue is not charac-
teristic to lat but to all overlays that have as objective the
minimization of latency alone.

The highest tree cost, registered by rnd, is under 0.4 for
high client churn. Hence, even in the worst case, when cli-
ents are sparsely distributed within domains, Lcast re-
quires less than half of the unicast case AS hops to
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deliver the content to all clients. But more importantly,
for average and low client churn our solution is more than
one order of magnitude more efficient than unicast.

It is also interesting to observe in Fig. 6 that tree cost is
independent of fan-out and barely affected by optimization
strategy. Or otherwise stated, the metric is independent of
the shape of the distribution tree. This is in agreement with
the findings of Chalmers and Almeroth, who have previ-
ously shown that multicast efficiency, if defined similarly
to our tree cost, only depends on the number of clients in
the system [56]. Note though that, here, the ratio of
average tree costs for any two traces is not directly related
to the corresponding ratio of number of clients because, as
shown in Fig. 4, the latter changes over a simulation run.
We explain the slight dependence on optimization strategy
by the inefficient branching done by both rnd and lat,
which does not follow underlay topology, i.e., an AS path
may be crossed several times. For bgp this topological
incongruence is minimized and considering the result
due to Chalmers, its tree cost should be close to optimal,
despite its use of an algorithm that minimizes average
client AS hops to the source, not overall bandwidth usage.
Moreover, this also implies that Lcast with bgp should in
general have a slightly smaller tree cost than other archi-
tectures focused on minimizing latency stretch.

7.3. Control traffic overhead

We split control traffic overhead in management over-
head, needed for group management due to peer churn,
and active topology discovery overhead needed to perform
and convey topology measurements. The only optimiza-
tion strategy to employ active topology discovery is lat.

Fig. 7(a) show the results for average management
overhead from member perspective. The highest average
rate is less that 0.11 messages/s and indicates that mem-
bers seldom exchange messages with their peers or the
MS. It would appear that higher churn results in higher
rates but this can be attributed to the low number of over-
lay members. That is, for average and high client interest
the overlay contains many members that seldom exchange
messages so the average is kept very low. Fig. 7(b) illus-
trates for each optimization strategy the Empirical Cumu-
lative Distribution Function (ECDF) of the peak messages/
s per member. For each member, the peak is computed
as the maximum over all fan-outs. It may be seen that,
independent of churn, members have the highest instanta-
neous overhead for lat while for rnd the lowest. In particu-
lar, for the former 99% of the members have peaks under
13 messages/s while for the latter the peaks are under 4
messages/s. Even in the worst recorded case, a member
does not exceed 22 messages/s. We can therefore conclude
that both average and instantaneous member manage-
ment overhead in Lcast is negligible. An explanation for
the larger number of messages exchanged by lat versus bgp
is that the probability of performing local optimizations
when new inter-member distances are discovered is higher
for the former, due to latency being finer grained and having
a wider range than AS hops.

Looking at Fig. 7(c) and (d), we see that the MS is also
exposed to low average and instantaneous group manage-
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Fig. 7. Control traffic overhead.
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ment overhead. In fact, the highest instantaneous rate reg-
istered is 2500 messages/s and the average never goes
above 5 messages/s. These message rates are easily man-
ageable by off-the-shelf hardware. As expected, overhead
is considerably higher for bgp and lat than for rnd, and in
the case of the former two, increases with overlay size. Sur-
prisingly, we also see that bgp requires slightly higher mes-
sage rates than lat. So, although members have higher
instantaneous message rates for lat, the MS has higher
peak rates for bgp. This means that in general, bgp is more
likely to update the whole topology while lat often per-
forms local optimizations. Nevertheless, Fig. 7(c) shows
that both are very stable due to the small average rates.

Compared to management overhead, the active topol-
ogy discovery employed by lat requires more involvement
from the MS and members. Alas, not having implemented
an optimized communication protocol between MS and
members, we cannot provide the exact number of mes-
sages that are exchanged. However, in the worst case, the
MS would need one message exchange with a member to
request that it measures one of its peers and to receive
the measurement result. Although, we stress that in an
optimized situation it may batch multiple measurement
requests in one packet. Then, considering this approxima-
tion, we can use the number of member pairs measured
per second as worst case estimate of the MS’s message
rate. In the experiments we set k, the constant that limits
the size of the cluster for our latency discovery protocol,
to 5.

Fig. 8(a) depicts the average ECDF for the number of
member pair latencies measured per second, with lower
and upper bounds, computed over all the lat simulation
runs. We see that on average, during more than 41% of
the time spent in a simulation, the MS does not request
any measurements while in 79–89% of the time, less than
100 pairs are measured per second. In the worst situation,
just 0.8% (or 72 s) of the simulation time is spent perform-
ing more than 1 k measurements/s. Then, typically, topol-
ogy discovery overhead is negligible and in the worst
case, the message rate is the same order of magnitude as
peak management overhead. So, even when the two are
considered together, they should still be manageable by
one server. Moreover, because the MS coordinates the
measurements, it is the only one affected by requests
peaks. Hence, in overload situations, it may queue requests
for later processing with limited or no effect for the quality
of the distribution tree.

Finally, Fig. 8(b) shows that in general half of the over-
lay members participate in less than 220 measurements
and only 4% of the members participate in more than 1 k
pairwise latency estimations over the entire length of the
simulation. Thereby, the topology discovery overhead from
member perspective is low, despite the large number of
ASes participating in the overlay.
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7.4. Comparison with IM

Island Multicast (IM) [7] is a P2P architecture that opti-
mizes content delivery efficiency by exploiting intra-do-
main multicast deployments. Similarly to Lcast, it uses
unicast to connect multicast islands however unlike Lcast,
the overlay is constructed with end-hosts. IM can operate
either with a centralized controller (CIM) when it opti-
mizes the distribution tree using a variant of Shi’s algo-
rithm [42] or fully distributed (DIM) when it relies on a
Delaunay triangulations (DT) overlay protocol to connect
the multicast islands. Although less scalable, CIM is com-
parable to DIM in terms of latency stretch for large ses-
sions, and, as shown in [57], DT is actually less efficient
than overlays that take into consideration network layer
latency. We therefore focus in what follows on the compar-
ison between lat and CIM.

Both Lcast and CIM can control member fan-outs to
limit processing and bandwidth overhead. Even though
CIM can individually constrain end-host fan-outs, we
perform the comparison considering fixed domain, or
multicast island, out degrees and suppose that the repli-
cation load is distributed optimally over a domain’s end-
host population. Arguably, if fan-outs are very large, this
gives a scaling advantage to CIM since all processing
associated to packet replication is supported by border
routers in Lcast, as opposed to being distributed to
end-hosts. But on the downside, a disadvantage to
end-host replication is that it increases tree latencies as
packets need to travel intra-domain and accumulate
additional processing delays. Still, for simplicity, in our
simulations we consider intra-domain propagation and
end-host processing times as negligible to inter border
router latencies.
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Fig. 9 depicts the latency stretch, hop stretch and tree
cost for lat and CIM. Since both use the same optimization
algorithm the three metrics have similar values. Particu-
larly, in the case of latency stretch, for low and average cli-
ent interest, Lcast offers slightly better performance. For thi
however, CIM’s random latency discovery algorithm bene-
fits from end-host stability and discovers sufficient link
latencies to ensure a more efficient distribution tree for
high fan-outs. The fact that lat and CIM generate similar
but not identical trees, due to their distinct approaches to
latency discovery, is also supported by the average hop
stretch results depicted in Fig. 9(b). As expected, tree cost
results are identical, given their dependence on the num-
ber of clients in the system.

An important difference between the two solution is
that CIM’s controller must communicate with all end-
hosts participating in the overlay. As a consequence, the
good performance seen in the previous comparisons
comes at cost of much higher communication overhead
due to peer churn. Fig. 10(a) illustrates this point. We
see that in all cases CIM requires almost one order of
magnitude more messages per second than lat for overlay
management.

In addition, one of CIM’s least efficient or scalable
mechanisms is the random topology discovery algorithm.
This procedure is overseen by the overlay coordinator
and consists of end-hosts measuring their latency to 5 ran-
dom peers to discover link latencies or failed hosts. How-
ever, a clear downside to it is that if good quality
distribution trees are required, measurements must be
performed at intervals inversely proportional to the over-
lay size, that is, more often as the overlay size grows. In
our simulations we set a lower bound of 20 s and optimize
the peer selection to ensure that inter-domain latencies are
measured only once and intra-domain ones never.
Fig. 10(b) shows the total number of pairs measured and
contrasts it with that of lat. For small overlays and high
churn, the two architectures measure approximately the
same number of peers however, despite our optimizations,
as client churn diminishes and the overlay sizes grow, CIM
requires more measurements whereas lat requires less. In
the extreme case, for thi, CIM measures about an order of
magnitude more peers. Considering that latency stretch
is generally on par, this confirms again the ability of lat
to efficiently manage link measurements.

Overall, the comparison shows that, if evaluated under
the same constraints, lat and CIM optimized overlays have
similar properties, save for communication overhead,
which is considerably lower in lat’s case. This confirms lat’s
efficient design and ability to accommodate large overlay
sizes. It is also worth noting that CIM’s impracticality for
large overlays makes Lcast, to the best of our knowledge,
the only solution capable of ensuring on-line swapping of
overlay optimization algorithms. However we would like
to stress that, due to its need for infrastructure support
and provided feature set, Lcast is of greater interest for net-
work operators and thereby complementary to existing
P2P streaming solutions.
8. Conclusions

Our goal with Lcast was to devise an inter-domain mul-
ticast framework that, besides possessing a low deploy-
ment cost, is also easily configurable and scalable. The
former requirement was fulfilled by using just LISP enabled
domain border routers to form an inter-domain overlay,
without requiring any further support or changes in the
Internet’s core. But, equally important, by exposing the ser-
vice to the clients by means of existing intra-domain mul-
ticast protocols, and by limiting the router overlay fan-out
(replication factor) to low values.

Configurability was ensured by two design decisions:
first, the separation of the control and data-planes and sec-
ond, the centralization of the control-plane functions in the
MS. Member participation in the data-plane is conditioned
only by the implementation of LISP functionality. However,
member presence in the control plane is not required since
all optimization functions are centralized in the MS. As a
result, operators may switch between tree optimization
algorithms easily, even on-line, assuring fast (re)configura-
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tion of the overlay’s topology to meet operational perfor-
mance requirements.

The isolation through design between local-domain and
inter-domain multicast allows the separation of the over-
lay’s router members from the churn specific to client
end-hosts and thus relieves the architecture’s control plane
from the inherent overhead. This ensures the scaling of the
architecture with the number of end-hosts however, the
scaling with the number of member domains is attained
through proper data and control plane design.

We evaluated three possible overlay management strat-
egies for low latency content delivery and inferred that
they are all fit for optimizing large overlays. Several con-
clusions can be drawn from the analysis. We saw control
overhead is manageable by a single server, independent
of client churn and even when active topology discovery
is employed. Client churn, generally, slightly influences
performance but it does increase management overhead.
Another very encouraging result is that Lcast’s perfor-
mance does not depend on large fan-outs and in fact,
fan-outs larger that 6 offer limited benefits. Finally, we
saw that Lcast can be used to minimize various metrics
and its performance is comparable to other ALM solutions.
Notably, when used with lat, it can deliver content with a
very low, unicast like, latency in exchange for increased
but still manageable control overhead.
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